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G!lr, MINERALS (COLLOID MINERALS)

CYRIL II'AI,TEIi GREENLAND
('ornell llniaersity

The existence of minerals which have t'ad a colloidal origin has
long been recognized, but our me&ns of identifying them has
been almost en[irely from their external appearance and occur-
rence. The object of the work described in this paper was to
seeure some method for their identification. While no results
of a positive nature rvere obtainecl, a ferv things of interest may
be presented.

in order that the reader may obtain a rather clear conception
of the subject of cqlloidal chemistry, a few definitions and descrip-
tions of phenomena exhibited are given here:

Cottoid.. This refers to a condition or state of matter. As

appear eithcr as a colloid or as & crystalloid.'There 
is no relation between chemical composition and col-

I Theeis eubmitted in paltiul fulfillnrelt of the requirem.ents for tle d9g1e^c
of Master of ,qrtg in the Faculty of Pure Science of Columbia Universit-y,-1916.

tostwald (Fischcr) Handbook of Colloid-Cherrietr5'. llst tD.-glrsh ecl'
i t ion. l  P. Blbkistonts Son & Co.: Phi ladelphia, l9l5; p.2, ' iUiI . ,P.2.
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When dealing rvith emulsoids the dispersed phaqe is a liquid a-nd
the dispersioi-means a liquid. As Ostwald points- out{ the dis-
persed phase and dispersibn-means are geometrically and struc-
turally difrerent.

So/. A term introduced by Thomas Graham, which means a
colloidal solution, or, as Ostwald states5, is a special name for
spaiially homogeneous systems.' 

Gel. 
'A 

gel h'e definesd as a system in the course of passing to
or from a condition'of spatial homogeneity.

Hydrosol. In the case-of the hydrosol the dispersion-Peans
is witer and the dispersed phase is ihe substance in the colloidal
condition. In atldition theie are alcosols (alcohol sols), sulfosols
(sulfuric acid sols), organosols (in which the dispersion-me-ans
ib an organic liquid). 

-Corresponding 
to these we have tryd-1o-

gels, sulf'ogels arid organogels. 
- 

In nature the most widely dio-
fributed sols are no doub[ hydrosols, but sulfosols and organo-
sols may play an important 

-part. 
The reactions which go on

are by no me&ns simple.
Ad"sorption. A property which gels possess to take up foreign

materiaf from solutioir. 
-Example: 

the barium and potassium
content of psilomelanite.'When 

a change in state of a colloid may be reversed by-revers-
ing the conditions which produce that change, it is said.to be
reiersible. In Colloidal ihemistry we have both reversible and
irreversible colloids. Among minerals the only reversible colloid
is said to be ilsemannite.T

Isocolloid. When the dispersed phase and the dispersion
me&ns have the same chemical composition, the system is known
as &n "isocolloid."

Tyndall Ray Phenomena. It is a commo-n experience--to ob-
serve the dusi particles in the air when a beam of sunligFt- is
admitted to a darkened room. These particles are made visible
by unequal illumination. This is the basis of the Tyndall ray
effect.

A strong arc with a suitable system of lenses prodrrces a -FaP
of light which makes visible fine particles dispersed in a liquid
or other medium. It is upon this principle that the ultra-micro-
scope depends.

A useful apparatus for producing a Tyndall ray can be-made
by using a sm-ail arc light-placed behind a camera 

-box. 
By re-

moving"the lens and-lubstituting a low-power-objective from
& mrcroscope, a very fair light cone is produced for rough -work.
The adiustable diaihragm bn the camera makes it possible to
obtain a suitable siZed cone. The solution to be tested can be
placed on the stage of a microscope, in a thin-walled glass vessel,

,4H';o"i,'"1 or this minerai',lf i3;"11'*."",, ,o',31jf&p;"?Xa' gee schal-
lor, ,L Waah, Acd. Sci. 7, 417 , lglT , [Editor.]
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as "hopping, skipping and dancing."
In tir6 case of 

-microscopic 
particles the movement is along

a curved path, while smallei particles move in straight lines and

fication.
Since colloidal solutions are merely a special case of disper-

soids, OstwaldE has classified the dispersoids by taking the thr-ee
statei of matter-solid, liquid, and gas, and has obtained the
following nine possibilities:

1. Soli-d * solid. 2. Solid f liquid. 3. Solid + gas. - 4.
Liquid * solid. 5. Liquid * liquid.- 6' Liquid + ga.s. 7. Gas
* solid. 8. Gas { liquid.' 9. (Gas * gas).
Eramples:

l. Solid * solid. Intercalations of foreign particles in min-
erals (microliths, etc.), carbon particles in iqon, of-- gqlorinS
matter in mineral salts and precious stones, "solid" colloid solu-

s Hsndbook of colloid-chemistry, p. 43.
(To bc Co*inucd')




